Caitlin says:
If you have been worried about anything that happened on the bus then report it to TfGM/parent/teacher/youth worker.

Becky says:
Always find a safe place to cross the road and never run out onto the road between parked or stationary vehicles. Respect the bus driver and other bus users.
Know your bus

Ben says:
For more info why not check out http://igo.tfgm.com

Jake says:
Key tips about your igo pass:
Buy your igo pass and keep it in a safe place at all times.
If you lose your igo pass or money whilst at school tell the driver or go back into school and speak to the receptionist.

Lewis says:
Get to know what number buses you need and where to catch them.
Get to know the route of your bus, look for landmarks or similar objects along the way.
To see the route better try to sit on the opposite side of the driver near the front.
Get to know what time your buses are and how often they will arrive at your stop.

Leah Says:
Stay in well lit areas whilst waiting for a bus so that you can be seen.
Stand well back from approaching buses.
When travelling alone try and sit downstairs as close to the front as possible.
Keep mobile phones / IPADs / IPODs out of sight.
When travelling on buses stand well back from the doors.
When you want to get off the bus ring the bell to alert the driver.

Using your bus